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Operating FEI Tecnai 12 and FEI Tecnai F20 Transmission Electron Microscopes 
Electron Microscopy Core, University of Utah 

 
 
Follow the procedures below when you use the FEI T12 or FEI TF20 TEM. 
 
 
Starting Session 
1. Log in to the computer.  Start Tecnai User Interface. 
2. Check that the gun and column vacuum is reasonable (if tungsten filament, < 18 Log; if 

LaB6 or FEG filament < 12 Log).  Check the camera vacuum.  The value should be in a 
green background. 

3. Add liquid nitrogen to the cold trap.  The cold trap will take at least 10−15 min. to reach its 
optimum temperature.  Periodically refill dewar (e.g. when changing specimens). 

4. If the "high tension" is off, turn it on.  It should be set to 120 kV (T12) or 200 kV (TF20).  
(With approval, the voltage can be set lower to improve contrast.)  Bring voltage up slowly 
if column vacuum was compromised, e.g. air was released accidentally into the column (i.e. 
"column dump").  If overnight cryo-cycle was run, you can bring up to maximum value 
directly. 

5. Aperture settings (for each aperture: left is in, right is out) 
• condenser aperture should be IN 
• objective aperture should be OUT (to improve contrast, this may be IN after you know you 

have a beam) 
• selected-area (SA) aperture should be OUT (to view only a small portion of your imaged 

specimen, this may be IN after you know you have a beam) 
 
 
Viewing Specimen 
1. Insert specimen (see instructions for specimen insertion) or use specimen already inserted. 
2. Check for beam.  If no beam, then see instructions "finding the beam". 
3. Align microscope, see alignment instructions 
4. View specimen and focus image (see instructions for focusing, below). 
5. To view with digital camera:  run DigitalMicrograph (T12) or TIA (TF20) 

• insert camera (T12) 
• For Gatan software (T12), the camera can be controlled from DigitalMicrograph or 

"CCD/TV Camera" panel 
• For TIA (TF20), the camera is controlled from the "CCD/TV Camera" panel 
• Run gain reference ("CCD/TV Camera" panel, flapout panel) if spots on image do not 

disappear when the specimen stage is moved. 
6. Exchange specimens if desired (see instructions for specimen removal and insertion) 
7. Get help if something is amiss.  Notify EM Core Lab staff if problems arise (e.g. column 

dumps, etc.). 
 
 
Ending Session 
1. Set magnification to the lowest "SA" setting. 
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2. Spread beam to cover approximately half of the screen, center beam with trackball if 
uncentered. 

3. Remove your specimen if desired (see instructions for specimen removal), but holder should 
remain in the microscope unless someone will be using the microscope shortly after you. 

4. IF YOU ARE THE LAST USER OF THE DAY, DO THE FOLLOWING: 
 -remove liquid nitrogen from cold trap 
 -start "cryo cycle" (delay time 6-7 min., 360-420 is reasonably long "cycle" time) 
 -If someone comes after you, they can stop the cryo cycle and wait for recovery. 
 
 
Specimen Insertion 
 
A.  Single-Tilt Holder (Non-cryo specimens) 
1.  Load Specimen in Holder 

a. Place holder in stand with spring holder up 
b. Lift (open) spring holder using metal pin 
c. Center specimen grid in holder socket 
d. Close spring holder using metal pin 

2.  Insert Holder into Microscope (critical steps marked with asterisk) 
a. *Close column valves 
b. (OPTIONAL) select Setup, Vacuum, Prepump Airlock (will save time on TF20 if done 

while loading specimen into holder) 
c. Place holder into goniometer, align vertical pin with radial line on goniometer 

(approximately the 5 o'clock position) in either of two ways: 
• align vertical pin on holder with radial line on goniometer and move holder in until it 

won't go any farther. 
• align vertical pin on holder at the 3 o'clock position and move holder into goniometer 

until it won't go farther, turn holder clockwise until vertical pin slides into the "5 
o'clock" position. 

Holder will only go partially into goniometer, and vacuum pump will start automatically 
unless it was already on because "prepump airlock" was selected. 

d. Select "Single Tilt" holder 
e. (OPTIONAL) open Vacuum Overview (to see progress of airlock pump out) 
f. *Wait for pump out to finish, i.e. red light turns off.  Do the next step within 30 seconds 

after the red light turns off.  If you have waited longer than 30 seconds, remove the holder 
from the column and reinsert.  You will release air into the column otherwise. 

g. Rotate holder counter-clockwise about 120°, until column vacuum pulls holder in.  Gently 
allow holder to be sucked into column.  For the rotation and final insertion, some people 
prefer going slow, and others prefer going fast.  One suggestion (from FEI) is to make the 
rotation and final insertion one smooth motion, and to gently tap on the holder once it is 
inserted. 

h. *If column "dumps" or vents (99 Log will appear on the computer screen), an automatic 
process will start (to recover column vacuum).  You may need to push the "Vac" button 
(on the console) if the vacuum does not restart.  If you push the button and the status says 
"off", then push "Vac" button again and status should say "starting up". 
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i. FOR T12, when column pressure reads 25 Log, you may turn on the filament.  You may 
open the column valves when the filament is fully up.  The column pressure should reduce 
to 10 Log or lower (by the time the filament is up, you may be only at 15 Log).  If the 
column pressure does not become less than 10 Log, please notify the EM Core staff after 
your microscope session.  The filament should be turned off if the column pressure is 
greater than 25 Log. 

j. FOR TF20, Wait for column vacuum to reach 11 Log before opening the column valves. 
(OPTIONAL) Turn off turbo pump (Setup, Vacuum, Turbo on).  

 
B.  Cryo-Specimens 
1.  Load Specimen in Holder (critical steps marked with asterisk) 

a. Place cryoholder in cryo-transfer station 
b. Cool holder to approximately −180 to −190 °C 
c. (OPTIONAL) raise dewar side of cryo-transfer station to minimize contact of O-ring and 

liquid nitrogen 
d. Place grid box in cryo-transfer station 
e. *Do not allow specimen to warm.  Cool all tools used to contact specimen grid or grid 

box. 
f. Cover transfer area with clear plastic lid or fill chamber with liquid nitrogen to submerge 

all parts. 
g. Remove grid from grid box and place in cryoholder 
h. (OPTIONAL) plug hole inside transfer area in cryo-transfer station to prevent grid from 

dropping into the hole. 
i. Place clip ring in cryoholder to lock in specimen in place 
j. Cover specimen with metal sleeve 

2.  Insert Holder into Microscope (critical steps marked with asterisk) 
a. *Close column valves 
b. Select Setup, Vacuum, Prepump Airlock 
c. Rotate stage to −60° or −65° 
d. When prepump completes, quickly remove cryoholder from cryo-transfer station and 

insert the cryoholder into microscope.  Follow similar protocol to that for the non-
cryoholder mentioned above.  However, remember that the rotation of the stage will 
affect the position of the vertical pin when inserted.  Adjust accordingly. 

e. Some liquid nitrogen will spill.  Catch with a container. 
f. Select "cryoholder" 
g. (OPTIONAL) open Vacuum Overview (see progress of airlock pump out) 
h. *Wait for pump out to finish, i.e. red light turns off.  Perform the next step within 30 

seconds or remove holder.  (See instructions for non-cryoholder above.) 
i. *Rotate holder counter-clockwise about 120°, until column vacuum pulls holder in.  You 

may also simultaneously rotate the stage back to 0°.  Gently allow holder to be sucked 
into column. 

j. *If column "dumps" (99 Log), an automatic process should start to recover column 
vacuum.  (If not, see instructions for non-cryoholder above.) 

k. FOR T12, when column pressure reads 25 Log, you may turn on the filament.  You may 
open the column valves when the filament is fully up.  (See instructions for non-
cryoholder above.) 
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l. For TF20, turn off turbo pump (Setup, Vacuum, Turbo on) and wait for column vacuum 
to reach 11 Log before opening column valves. 

m. Top-off dewar on cryoholder with liquid nitrogen 
n. For the best pictures, let temperature stabilize for at least 30 minutes.  But you may look 

at your specimen anytime after the column pressure gets to an appropriate level. 
 
 
Specimen Removal 
1. Center the stage (Search tab, reset holder on flap-out panel) 
2. *Close column valves 
3. *If T12, turn off filament. 
4. *Push with two fingers on the purple portion of the stage, Pull holder out until it stops 
5. Turn approximately 120° clockwise (until the holder will not turn any more). 

• Do not pull on the specimen holder as you turn or you will vent the column vacuum.  
However, as you begin the turn, you do need to keep the holder from sucking back into the 
microscope. 

• You do not have to turn the holder in one continuous motion.  You may pause at anytime 
to reset your hand. 

• If you are using the cryo-holder, you will dump liquid nitrogen.  Provide something to 
catch the nitrogen.  HOWEVER, the priority is getting the holder out without dumping the 
column vacuum.  Don't worry about where the nitrogen goes once you start removing the 
holder.  You may rotate the stage to -60°.  BUT AGAIN, concentrate on removing the 
holder correctly.  The column vacuum is "dumped" more often with cryo-holders than 
other holders. 

6. Pause after you have turned the holder as far as it will turn.  Let go of the holder. 
7. Pull the holder completely out of the microscope in the following manner: 

• With one hand, push with two fingers on the purple portion of the stage. 
• With your other hand, a) turn the holder slightly clockwise to keep the holder at the 

"turned" position and b) form a wedge by holding the end of the holder farthest from the 
specimen and by pushing with one or more fingers against the stage. 

• The holder should then just "pop" out. 
• Pull the holder completely out of the stage. 

 
 
Focusing 
1. Adjust z-axis position of specimen to eucentric height (the calibrated zero position along the 

column axis). 
• Set the magnification to a setting between 2000−5000× 
• Find a feature on your specimen and center on the fluorescent screen 
• Turn on α-wobbler to rotate stage back and forth 
• While stage is rotating, adjust z-axis position until movement of the feature (on the 

screen) is minimized. 
• You have now placed your specimen in the eucentric position (z=zero) 
• Repeat this step any time you may have moved to a position that may have a significantly 

different z-position.  For example, repeat at each new grid square. 
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2. Press "Eucentric Focus" to set to calibrated "focus" at the eucentric position.  This should be 
close to the focus position for the current view of your specimen.  Fine adjustments will 
likely be necessary. 

3. Focus image in one of the following ways: 
• Find minimum contrast on the fluorescent screen or digital camera 
• Turn on the wobbler and minimize image "movement".  This option is most helpful at 

lower magnifications. 
• Focus using the FFT option in the program running the digital camera.  Focus is the 

setting between under-and over-focus Thon rings (where the rings disappear).  Note: Thon 
rings may be difficult to see for some high contrast specimens. 

4. If you find eucentric height when you move to every new grid square or new place on your 
TEM grid, pressing "Eucentric Focus" is not necessary.  You should have a similar focus 
setting to what you determined in the previous field-of-view. 

 
 
Alignments 
 
A.  Apply Previous Alignment 
Alignments (specific settings of the microscope optics) can be saved in a computer file.  They 
can then be reapplied.  Alignments can be a "base alignment" (owner = "supervisor") or an 
alignment from another user. 
1. Select Alignments (tab), Alignments (panel), Side Tab, File 
2. Select appropriate alignment (be aware that some alignments are for specific voltages) 
3. Select items under "Available" and move to "Selected" 
4. Select "Apply" 
5. Apply the alignment in the microscope mode where you will record images (for example, if 

you are using the low dose functions, apply alignments in "Exposure" mode in the "Low 
Dose" panel) 

 
B.  Direct Alignments 
TEM optics tend to drift and thus the base alignments may not have the beam aligned when you 
use the microscope.  Before each session where you want to record high quality images, you 
should do the "direct alignments". 

1.  Place specimen at eucentric height (height to which microscope beam is aligned) 
-Activate alpha wobbler and adjust Z height ("Z axis" buttons) 
-Do this at a relatively low (1000–5000×) magnification, e.g. in "Search" mode if you are using 
"Low Dose" 

-Minimize movement of the specimen during stage tilting 
-(OPTIONAL) Move to an empty field-of-view (i.e. hole). 
2.  Magnification and Spot Size Settings. 
-Set magnification to the lowest "SA" setting available. 
-Set spot size to the spot size you intend to use for your imaging. 
-If you are using "Low Dose", align in "Exposure" mode 
3.  Align condenser aperture 
-Press “Eucentric focus” 
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-Make point with “Intensity”, center with trackball 
-Expand beam to be slightly larger than the largest black circle on fluorescent screen 
-Center condenser aperture by centering beam in larger circle 
4.  Adjust stigmation of beam at any point 
-Click "Tune" tab, go to "Stigmator" panel 
-Click "Condenser" button 
-If beam is not round, adjust "Multifunction" knobs to make the beam round 
-Click “None” when complete 
-Generally, keep the beam round.  The beam should appear round on both sides of crossover.  
(Use "Intensity" knob to form the beam to a point and to look on both sides, over- and under-
focus.) 

5.  Go to "Direct Alignments" panel 

6.  Adjust gun tilt 
-If beam is bright, you can skip this step.  But, for your best data, do not skip. 
-Select "Gun Tilt" 
-Move "Multifunction" knobs to minimize exposure time.  The idea is to have a bright beam and, 
in general, searching for the minimum exposure time will do that.  However, do not sacrifice a 
round, well-behaved beam for a bright poorly behaved one (see step 8). 

-Click "Done" 
7.  Adjust gun shift 
-This step also may be skipped if the beam looks bright and well behaved.  However, for your 
best data, do not skip. 

-Select "Gun Shift" 
-Go to spot size 6 (T12) or 9 (TF20) 
-Make point with "Intensity" knob, center with trackball 
-Go to spot size 2 (T12) or 3 (TF20) 
-Make point with "Intensity" knob, center with "Multifunction XY" knobs 
-If beam is not round, see number 4 (above) 
-Repeat last five sub-steps until point is inside small circle or is stable as near to the circle as 
possible 

-Click "Done" 
8.  If the beam is not well behaved. 
A "well behaved" beam is round and condenses to a point at crossover.  The beam is reasonably 
bright (except at high spot sizes) and has aligned well.  The following may correct the problem.  
(Get help if are trying for high quality data.  For simple screening of specimens, you probably 
don't need to have the highest quality beam.) 
-Load a previous alignment (see above) 
-Log off and log back on 
-Redo gun tilt and gun shift alignments.  You may need to repeat multiple times to get a well-
behaved beam. 

9.  Do steps 9 and 10 or step 11. 
Step 11 is a more rigorous alignment and is recommended especially when multiple 
magnifications are used.  Step 11 should be the alignment used if very high magnifications are 
used (≥ 200,000×). 
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9.  Adjust beam tilt 
-Change to the spot size at which you plan to work 
-Change to the magnification you will use for imaging or higher 
-Push "Eucentric Focus" 
-Make beam into a point with "Intensity" knob 
-Select "Beam Tilt pp X" 
-Adjust "Multifunction" knobs until spots overlap or shimmering is minimized 
-Repeat last three sub-steps for “Beam Tilt pp Y” 
-increasing magnification may help you better see overlap of points (but return to mag. you want 
to use) 

10.  Adjust beam shift 
-Select "Beam Shift" 
-Make beam into a point with "Intensity" knob 
-Use "Multifunction" knobs to center spot 
-If spot goes off the screen, to find the beam use "Intensity" knob to make beam larger or reduce 
magnification. 

11.  Adjust beam shift and beam tilt concurrently for many magnifications. 
-Starting at a lower magnification (e.g. 10,000×) repeat the following through all higher 
magnification settings. 

-Adjust beam shift, see step 10 
-Adjust beam tilt, see step 9 
12.  Adjust "rotation center" so focus changes do not change position of imaged objects 
-Be at magnification where you intend to record images or higher 
-Beam should be expanded so an image can be seen and find an object that can be clearly seen. 
-Be at the same magnification you will use for imaging or one magnification step higher 
-Select "Rotation Center" 
-Use "Multifunction" knobs to minimize translational or rotational movement of image 
-You want to see expansion and contraction of feature, but not movement 
-Viewing holes (in support film) can be helpful 
-You may want to defocus the object to see it more clearly. 
-You may want to use the binoculars and small screen. 
-Moving multi-function knobs one at a time may make this adjustment easier. 

13.  (OPTIONAL)  Adjust rotation center at very high magnification 
-Go to the highest magnification (e.g. 700,000×) 
-Make beam a little bigger than a point. 
-Select "Rotation Center". 
-Adjust "Multifunction" knobs to keep beam in center of the screen. 

14.  (OPTIONAL)  Repeat "Beam Tilt pp X", "Beam Tilt pp Y", and "Beam Shift" alignments 
(steps 9 and 10) 
-If beam is still "misbehaving", you might want to repeat all steps.  Often repeating alignments 
will improve the behavior of the beam. 

15.  Correct astigmatism in image 
-Be sure to be in mode (magnification, spot size, "low dose", etc.) you will use to record images 
-Use live CCD camera 
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-Turn on live FFT 
-On "Stigmator" panel, select "Objective" stigmator 
-Adjust "Multifunction" knobs until Thon rings are circular (draw a circle to help) 
16.  Center objective aperture 
-If using objective aperture, insert 
-Center aperture 
-Do not turn more than one full turn in one direction. 
17.  Low-dose checks of beam and imaged object 
-If using low dose, go through search, focus, and exposure at least 2-3 times to see that beam 
stays aligned—especially in "Exposure" mode—after switching modes 

-Center beam with trackball if necessary 
-Check the beam alignment in "Exposure" mode periodically during your session because the 
beam can drift. 

-Center an object in "Exposure" mode 
-Switch to "Search" mode 
-Is the imaged object still centered? 
-If not, use "Multifunction" knobs (with "Image Shift" function) to move object to center (do 
image shift only in "Search" mode) 

-If non-low-dose mode is used for very low magnification (e.g. 300×), you may need to do the 
same "image shift" alignment to keep this mode consistent with the image-shift alignments in 
low-dose search mode. 

 
 
 
 
by David Belnap, July 3, 2014 
-input from John McCullough and Yang Xia on alignment section 
 


